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*Given to the most outstanding and innovative project*

**Project: Baruch Commons**

Yennifer Diaz Moscoso, 2nd year M Arch i  
Nicolas Losi, 2nd year M Arch i  
Jacqueline Love, 2nd year M Arch i  
Kenia Peralta, 2nd year M Arch i

**Megan Lawrence Memorial Award**

*Given by the Van Alen Institute to a first-year student who has demonstrated excellence in design*

Manfei Shi, B Arch

**Faculty History and Theory Award**

*Given for outstanding achievement in history and theory*

Benjamin Akhaven, B Arch

**Gerner, Kronick & Valcarcel Art of Architecture Scholarship**

*For excellence in design*

Anna Lekandis, M Arch i

**Bernard L. Spanier Memorial Scholarship**

*Established in memory of a distinguished City College alumnus for academic and design excellence*

Mario Joya, B Arch  
Taniya Ranepura, B Arch
The William “Bill” Bobenhausen Scholarship in Architecture
Established to honor Prof. Bill Bobenhausen ’73 Arch. This scholarship is given to an undergraduate student in Architecture, studying Environmental Design, who has a 3.0 GPA or greater and has demonstrated service to the school

Alexander Young

City College of New York Architecture Alumni Association Scholarship
Given to an outstanding undergraduate student for high achievement in academics and design

Etsy Deutsch
Christopher Lin

2019 Castagna Architectural Scholarship
Established in 2016 by the Castagna Foundation to support students with a full year of in-state tuition, a study abroad and materials stipend

Mahdi Alkaifi
Ngawang Tenzin
Valmira Gashi
Robin Harrison
Jasmine Perez

Jenine Shane Mangubat
Wafa Kaddour
Sadie Wegner
Lanhua Weng

Frank Sciame Design Scholarship
Given to a fourth year student for excellence in design

Benjamin Akhaven
Best Integrative Design Project
Recognized by the M Arch I Integrative Design Faculty for design excellence

GRADUATE

Second Year  First Year
Kari Kleinmann  Best Project, M Arch I
Pauline Dang  Liza Otto

Project: “Utility”  Project: Moiré Junction
Studio: Martin Stigsgaard  Studio: Michael Jefferson

Best Bachelor of Architecture Student
SECOND YEAR
Caroline Ho  Judy Sanchez

FIRST YEAR
Si Long (Coco) Mong

New York Chapter of the American Society of Landscape Architects
2019–2020 Scholarship Award
Sarah Dornner  Rujuta Naringrekar

2018–2019 Diversity Scholarship
Miguelina Portorreal

New York Society of Architects
Faculty select promising second year student in good academic standing
Caroline Ho
Academic Excellence in Core
*Given to the top-ranking third year student*

Leslie Epps

**Ernesto Malave Merit Scholarship**
*CUNY University Student Senate Scholarship given to one student per campus, per academic year for demonstrating outstanding academic and leadership performance under extraordinary circumstances*

Wafa Kaddour, M Arch I, 2nd year

**Master Of Architecture I Best Portfolio Award**

Kari Kleinmann, 2nd year

**Master Of Architecture II Outstanding Design Project**

Rei Celo

*Project: “Archiving through Nature” (team project)*
*Studio: Shifting Ground: The Harlem African Burial Ground, Jerome Haferd*

**Eleanor Allwork Scholarship, AIANY/Center For Architecture**

Jacqueline Love, M Arch I

**Carol J. Weissman Kurth**
**Women in Architecture Scholarship**

*Awarded to a fourth-year female student for high academic standing, a passion for Architecture, and a lifelong dedication to the profession*

Elene Solomnishvili
Best Advanced Studio Project Awards

Selected by a Super Jury of distinguished architects, invited to review top projects nominated from each Advanced Studio

**FIRST PRIZE**

Olayiwola Daniel Akinsulire, B Arch  
Danny Medina, B Arch  
Cesar Soto, B Arch

**Project:** “RE-GEN GROWTH”  
**Studio:** Timber in The City: Urban Habitat, Suzan Wines

**SECOND PRIZES**

Nikki Cheng, M Arch I  
Dia Hassan, M Arch I

**Project:** “ROCHDALE COSMOPOLISS+”  
**Studio:** Housing55PLUS, June Williamson

Belma Fishta, B Arch  
Elene Solomnishvili, B Arch

**Project:** “OASIS IN THE ANDES”  
**Studio:** inter-sections / Interacting with the South American Territory, Monica Bertolino

Katsiaryna Balhuryna, M Arch I  
Rei Celo, M Arch II

**Project:** “ARCHIVING THROUGH NATURE”  
**Studio:** Shifting Ground: The Harlem African Burial Ground, Jerome Haferd

**HONORABLE MENTION**

Entire Studio

**Project:** “Eco Dwelling Jackson, MS”  
**Studio:** Nandini Bagchee
Ennead Architects Scholarship

For excellence in design

Alejandra Zapata, B Arch

Dean's Design / Build Project Award

Entire Studio

Project: Iona Island
Studio: Jeremy Edmiston

Eastchester Heights Charrette Award

Sarah Dornner, MLA I
Natalie Galarza, MLA I
Gabriela García Pesantez, MLA I
Alexander Kent, MLA I
Daniel Langford, MLA I
Anna McKeigue, MLA I
Rujuta Naringrekar, MLA I

Bernard And Anne Spitzer Tuition Scholarship

Awarded to undergraduate and graduate students for up to two semesters

UNDERGRADUATE

Carlos Almeida, B Arch
Angela Njoroge, B Arch

GRADUATE

Luisa Janssen Hagder da Silva, M Arch II
Kayla Conroy, MLA
Gabriela Garcia Pesantez, MLA